Space Invader is Glover’s first solo show outside of London and is a reconstructed installation of a
public work originally commissioned for ‘Flat 52, market estate project 2010’ a one-day event which
invited the public to explore over 75 art works created on site at the Market Estate, Islington just
before the estate was demolished.
Space Invader installation features sculptures that trespass the space, creating a sense of slow
encroachment. Glover is an emerging artist who is gaining recognition for her evocative
interventions and we are please to be showing her first in Wales at GMP.
In recent years, Glover has been experimenting with the properties of drawing, painting and
sculpture and the influence of each medium on her work. The title of the Space Invader is a comment
on the presentation of contemporary art in the public realm and gallery context and plays with how
art in received and contested depending on the context of its derivation.
Rebecca Glover is an artist who grew up in Ealing and studied at Edinburgh College of Art. She has had
her work exhibited in a number of shows in London, including ‘Void’ held at Pitzhanger Manor, ‘Void’
features an installation and a number of related paintings.
For more information visit www.rebeccaglover.co.uk

SPACE INVADER 03/06/12 to 08/07/12
EDITION
A signed digital print by Rebecca Glover is available as an edition of 25. Further details through the Editions section of the Goat Major
Projects website.
Artist Talk
In a special Skype screening on Sunday 1st July at 2pm, artist Rebecca Glover will be in discussion with Emma M Price on her practice and
her current solo show at GMP, both will investigate further the Space invader context in relation to presenting art in the public realm
and art in the gallery context.
Space Invader curated by Emma M Price of GMP

Goat Major Projects is the name for a collaborative artist-led project by Richard Higlett and Emma M Price. A project space in the Canton district of Cardiff,
Wales, United Kingdom, GMP's aim is to focus on curatorial practice and the diverse approaches to exhibiting and displaying artworks that could be subdivided into 'context' and 'placement'. In the spring of 2012 GMP opened at 70a Llandaff Road in a building within the Printhaus arts complex, with “Endless
Kiss”. The future program will feature a series of invited guest curators who will propose a context and agenda for viewing which will be expanded on
through open forum events and dialogues on the nature of curating. Goat Major Projects is also presenting a series off-site presentations through the Don’t
Shoot The Messenger interventions programme.
Visit www.goatmajorprojects.com for more information

